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Abstract. Triggered by the increasing deployment of embedded crypto-
graphic devices (e.g., for the IoT), the design of authentication, encryp-
tion and authenticated encryption schemes enabling improved security
against side-channel attacks has become an important research direction.
Over the last decade, a number of modes of operation have been proposed
and analyzed under different abstractions. In this paper, we investigate
the practical consequences of these findings. For this purpose, we first
translate the physical assumptions of leakage-resistance proofs into min-
imum security requirements for implementers. Thanks to this (heuris-
tic) translation, we observe that (i) security against physical attacks
can be viewed as a tradeoff between mode-level and implementation-
level protection mechanisms, and (ii) security requirements to guarantee
confidentiality and integrity in front of leakage can be concretely differ-
ent for the different parts of an implementation. We illustrate the first
point by analyzing several modes of operation with gradually increased
leakage-resistance. We illustrate the second point by exhibiting leveled
implementations, where different parts of the investigated schemes have
different security requirements against leakage, leading to performance
improvements when high physical security is needed. We finally initi-
ate a comparative discussion of the different solutions to instantiate the
components of a leakage-resistant authenticated encryption scheme.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art. Since the introduction of side-channel attacks in the late
nineties [55,57], securing cryptographic implementations against leakage has
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been a major research challenge. These attacks raise critical security concerns, as
they enable recovering sensitive information such as long-term secret keys, and
are virtually applicable to any type of implementation if no countermeasures are
deployed [61]. As a result, various types of protection mechanisms have been
introduced, working at different abstraction levels. Due to the physical nature of
the leakage, the first countermeasures were typically proposed at low abstraction
levels. For example, hardware countermeasures can target a reduction of the side-
channel information by blurring the signal into noise in the time or amplitude
domains [22,60], or by reducing this signal thanks to special (dual-rail) circuit
technologies [81,82]. These hardware countermeasures can then be augmented by
implementation-level randomization mechanisms aimed at amplifying the side-
channel leakage reduction. Masking achieves this goal by exploiting data random-
ization (i.e., secret sharing) [20,40] and shuffling does it by randomizing the order
of execution of the operations [48,85]. Steady progresses have been made in order
to improve the understanding of these different countermeasures. For example,
masking is supported by a strong theoretical background (see [5,31,32,49] to
name a few). Yet, it remains that the secure implementation of low-level coun-
termeasures (e.g., masking) is quite sensitive to physical defaults [3,23,62,66],
and is expensive both in software and hardware contexts [42,43].

In view of the sensitive and expensive nature of hardware-level and
implementation-level side-channel countermeasures, a complementary line of
works initiated the investigation of cryptographic primitives with inherently
improved security against physical leakage. In the case of symmetric cryptog-
raphy, this trend started with heuristic proposals such as [37,56,63,69]. It was
then formalized by Dziembowski and Pietrzak under the framework of leakage-
resilient cryptography [33], which has been the inspiration of many follow up
works and designs. Simple and efficient PRGs & stream ciphers were proposed
in [70,78,86,87]. PRFs and PRPs can be found in [1,30,35,79]. Concretely,
such leakage-resilient primitives typically require some type of bounded leak-
age assumption, which was found to be significantly easier to fulfill for PRGs
and stream ciphers that are naturally amenable to key evolution schemes than
for PRFs and PRPs for which each execution requires the manipulation of a
long-term secret key [8].

The concept of leveled implementations introduced by Pereira et al. closely
followed this finding: it aims at combining the minimum use of a PRF or PRP
heavily protected against side-channel attacks thanks to (possibly expensive)
hardware-level and implementation-level countermeasures with a mode of oper-
ation designed to cope with leakage, requiring much less protections (or even no
protection at all) in order to process the bulk of the computation [68].

These seed results on basic cryptographic primitives (such as PRGs, PRFs
and PRPs) next triggered analyzes of complete functionalities like encryp-
tion and authentication, and rapidly shifted the attention of designers to
Authenticated Encryption (AE) schemes mixing both integrity and confiden-
tiality guarantees. Following the seminal observation of Micali and Reyzin
that indistinguish-ability-based notions are significantly harder to capture and
ensure with leakage than unpredictability-based notions [64], strong integrity
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properties with leakage have then been investigated, first with leakage in encryp-
tion only [14], next with leakage in encryption and decryption [15]. It turns out
they could indeed be satisfied with weak physical assumptions for the bulk of the
computation. For example, ciphertext integrity can be achieved with full leakage
of all the intermediate computations of an AE scheme and two manipulations
of a long-term secret key with a strongly protected block cipher implementa-
tion. This is obviously insufficient for any type of confidentiality guarantee, as it
would leak plaintexts immediately. This last conclusion motivated a systematic
analysis of composite security definitions, enabling different physical require-
ments for integrity and confidentiality guarantees with leakage [46]. Eventually,
various full-fledged AE schemes have been analyzed against leakage, based on
Tweakable Block Ciphers (TBCs) [13], permutations [24,25,27] and combina-
tions of both [47].

We note that our following investigations are restricted to symmetric cryp-
tography, which is the most investigated target for practical side-channel attacks.
Yet, security against leakage has also been considered for other important
objects such as digital signatures schemes (e.g., [34,52,59]), public-key encryp-
tion schemes (e.g., [54,65]) and more advanced cryptographic functionalities like
secure computation (e.g., [17,39]). We refer to [50] for a recent survey.

Contribution. The starting point of our investigations is the observation that
the development of low-level side-channel countermeasures and the one of prim-
itives and modes of operation to prevent leakage have for now followed quite
independent paths. This can, in part, be explained by the very different abstrac-
tions used to analyze them. While low-level countermeasures are typically evalu-
ated experimentally based on statistical metrics [77], proving the security of the
aforementioned modes against leakage is rather based on cryptographic reduc-
tions leveraging some physical assumptions. In this respect, the quest for sound
physical assumptions that are at the same time realistic (e.g., are falsifiable
and can be quantified by evaluation laboratories) and sufficient for proofs has
been and still is an important problem: see again [50]. To a large extent, the
current situation therefore mimics the one of black box security proofs, with effi-
cient schemes proven under idealized assumptions (e.g., the oracle-free leakages
introduced in [87] and used for analyzing sponge constructions in [27,47]) and a
quest for more standard analyses under weaker assumptions. Combined with the
massive amount of definitions capturing all the possible combinations of security
targets for confidentiality and integrity with leakage [46], the complexity of these
theoretical investigations is therefore calling for a systematization effort towards
the concrete interpretation of leakage security proofs, in order to determine how
these results can help developers in the design of secure implementations.
Our main contributions in this direction are threefold:

1. We provide a simplifying framework that allows us (a) to identify a reduced
number of relevant security targets (compared to the full zoo of definitions
in [46]); and (b) to translate the physical assumptions used in leakage security
proofs into practical implementation guidelines, stated in terms of security
against Simple Power Analysis (SPA) and Differential Power Analysis (DPA),
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as can be evaluated by evaluation laboratories with tools such as [21,76] and
extensions thereof. Despite SPA and DPA requirements are only necessary
conditions for the formal physical security assumptions to hold, this analysis
allows us to pinpoint the minimum level of efforts that implementers must
devote to protect different parts of an AE implementation in function of the
security target.

2. We use this framework to illustrate that reasoning about security against leak-
age can be viewed as a tradeoff between mode-level and implementation-level
(or hardware-level) protections. To give a simple example, a physical security
property (e.g., the aforementioned ciphertext integrity with leakage) can the-
oretically be obtained from standard modes of operation like OCB [74], given
that all the block cipher executions in the mode are strongly protected against
DPA (which has high cost). Modes with better resistance against leakage can
relax this DPA security requirement for certain parts of the implementations.
Interestingly, we additionally observe that the literature already includes dif-
ferent modes of operation corresponding to different leakage security targets.
This allows us to illustrate the physical security tradeoff based on actual algo-
rithms, including candidates to the ongoing NIST standardization effort.1 We
will focus on OCB-Pyjamask [41], PHOTON-Beetle [4], Ascon [26], Spook [10],
ISAP [25] and TEDT [13], but our analysis applies to many other similar
ciphers.

3. Finally, we answer concrete questions that these analyzes suggest, namely:

– We discuss the interest of leveled implementations compared to uniformly
protected implementations based on a hardware implementation case
study.

– We compare the (masked) TBC-based and permutation-based initial-
ization/finalization steps of two AE schemes (namely, Ascon [26] and
Spook [10]) thanks to a software case study, and evaluate their respective
advantages.

– We compare a standard tag verification mechanism (that requires
hardware-level or implementation-level DPA protections) with the
inverse-based tag verification proposed in [15] that does not require DPA
protections.

– We evaluate the pros and cons of the two main solutions to implement
a strongly protected component for AE, namely masking and fresh re-
keying based on a leakage-resilient PRF [9], which is for example used in
ISAP [25].

For completeness, and despite the practical focus of the paper, we additionally
provide a high-level view of the formal security guarantees that the analyzed
AE schemes offer. For this purpose, we leverage the existing literature and
tailor some existing generic results to the investigated cases studies.

1 https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/lightweight-cryptography.

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/lightweight-cryptography
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Related work. In an independent line of work, Barwell et al. analyzed the
security of AE schemes in a model where the leakage is excluded from the chal-
lenge encryption [6]. This model corresponds to a context of leakage-resilience,
where security guarantees may vanish in the presence of leakage, but are restored
once leakage is removed from the adversary’s view. It enables strong composi-
tion results similar to the ones obtained without leakage, strong security against
nonce misuse (i.e., misuse-resistance in the sense of Rogaway and Shrimpton [75])
and has been instantiated with uniformly protected implementations (e.g., the
scheme in [6] is based on masking and pairings). Here, we rather focus on the
composite definitions introduced by Guo et al. [46] which consider integrity and
confidentiality properties separately, rely on the setting of leakage-resistance (i.e.,
aim to resist against leakage even during the challenge encryption) and can only
be combined with a weaker guarantee of nonce misuse-resilience (introduced by
Ashur et al. [2]) for the confidentiality guarantees in the presence of leakage.2

The motivations for this choice are twofold. First, composite definitions enable
the identification of meaningful security targets matching existing AE schemes
that a single “all-in-one” definition as the one of Barwell et al. cannot cap-
ture. Second, the security gains of some design tweaks we aim to analyze (e.g.,
ephemeral key evolution) cannot be reflected in the leakage-resilience setting.
We refer to Sect. 2.2 for more discussion about this definitional choice.

Cautionary notes. By focusing on the qualitative requirements that masking
security proofs imply for implementers, our next analyzes and discussions natu-
rally elude some additional important points that should also be considered in
the evaluation of a leakage-resistant AE scheme, namely:
(i) We do not consider the quantitative aspects: for example, do the modes
provide beyond-birthday and/or multi-user security against leakage attacks?
(ii) We ignore the impact of the primitives (e.g., the internals of the block ciphers
and permutations) on the cost of low-level side-channel countermeasures. Yet, it
is for example a well-known fact that minimizing the multiplicative complexity
and depth of a block cipher is beneficial for masking [38,44,71].

The first point is an important scope for further research. A complete anal-
ysis would indeed require having quantitative (and ideally tight) bounds for all
the investigated schemes. For the second one, we believe it should have lim-
ited impact since most current lightweight ciphers aimed at security against
side-channel attacks (e.g., the NIST Lightweight Cryptography candidates) are
based on small S-boxes with minimum AND complexity and depth.

2 Simplifying Framework

In this section, we present the simplifying framework that we will use in order
to reason about leakage-resistant AE modes based on concrete (SPA and DPA)

2 This limitation only holds in the presence of leakage, so nothing prevents to ask for
black box misuse-resistance as an additional requirement of a mode, which we do
not consider in this paper but could be investigated as future work.
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attacks. For this purpose, we first propose an informal decomposition of the
modes that we will consider, and then list the design tweaks that such modes
can leverage in order to reach different leakage security guarantees.

2.1 Leakage-Resistant AE Modes Decomposition

We decompose the AE modes of operation under investigation into four informal
parts, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a simple Inner Keyed Sponge (IKS) design [16].
An optional Key Generation Function (KGF) is used to generate a fresh key K∗

based on a long-term master key K and a nonce N . Next, the message processing
part uses the (optionally fresh) key in order to encrypt the message blocks. A
Tag Generation Function (TGF) finally uses the result of the message processing
part and outputs a tag for message authentication. The tag is only verified (i.e.,
compared to the genuine tag) in case of decryption.

Fig. 1. Exemplary decomposition of an AE scheme.

We note that we make no claim regarding the generality of this decompo-
sition. As will be clear next, it nicely matches a number of recent AE schemes
with different levels of security against side-channel attacks, but other modes
may not be directly adaptable to this simple framework. We believe this limita-
tion is natural for a work aiming at specializing leakage-resistance analyzes to
practical AE schemes. We note also that for simplicity, we ignore the associated
data in our discussions, since it has limited impact on leakage analyzes.

2.2 Design Tweaks and Security Levels

The main design tweaks that enhance mode-based side-channel security are:

1. Key evolution. As formalized by Dziembowski and Pietrzak, updating the
ephemeral keys of an implementation so that each of them is only used – and
therefore leaks – minimally can improve confidentiality with leakage [33].

2. Strengthened KGF and TGF. As formalized by Berti et al., using key and tag
generation functions so that, given their input (resp., output), it is not direct
to compute their output (resp., input) can improve security with leakage [14,
15] – for example by preventing that recovering an ephemeral secret during
message processing leads to the long-term master key.
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3. Two-pass designs. As formalized by Guo et al. (resp., Barwell et al.) in the
leakage-resistance setting [46] (resp., leakage-resilience setting [6]), two-pass
modes can improve message confidentiality with decryption leakages, if the
tag verification does not require the manipulation of sensitive plaintexts.

Based on these three main design tweaks, we select a number of practically-
relevant security targets that reflect existing AE schemes from the leakage-
resistance definition zoo of [46]. For this purpose, we first recall Guo et al.’s
definitions of integrity and confidentiality with leakage in an abstracted way,
which will be sufficient to guide our attack-based analysis in the next section.
Their more formal introduction is additionally provided in the full paper [11].

Definition 1 (Ciphertext Integrity with Leakage [15], Informal.). In
the ciphertext integrity with leakage security game, the adversary can perform a
number of queries to encryption and decryption oracles enhanced with leakage
functions, that capture the implementation of an AE scheme. His goal is to
produce a valid fresh ciphertext and the implementation is considered secure if
the adversary cannot succeed with good probability. Variants that we will use
next include: ciphertext integrity with (nonce-respecting adversary and) leakage
in encryption only (CIL1) and ciphertext integrity with misuse-resistance (i.e.,
no constraint on nonces) and leakage in encryption and decryption (CIML2).

Definition 2 (Confidentiality with Leakage [46], Informal.). In the Cho-
sen Ciphertext Attack (CCA) with leakage security game, the adversary can per-
form a number of queries to encryption and decryption oracles enhanced with
leakage functions, that capture the implementation of an AE scheme. During
a so-called “challenge query”, he picks up two fresh messages X0 and X1 and
receives a ciphertext Yb encrypting Xb for b ∈ {0, 1}, with the corresponding
leakage. His goal is to guess b and the implementation is considered secure if the
adversary cannot succeed with good advantage. Variants that we will use next
include: chosen ciphertext security with nonce-respecting adversary and leak-
age in encryption only (CCAL1), chosen ciphertext security with nonce misuse-
resilience (i.e., fresh challenge nonce) and leakage in encryption only (CCAmL1)
and chosen ciphertext security with nonce misuse-resilience and leakage in
encryption and decryption, including decryption of the challenge Yb (CCAmL2).3

In our notations, small caps are for resilience to misuse or leakage and capital
letters for resistance. For integrity guarantees, it is possible to ensure misuse-
resistance and leakage-resistance jointly. As discussed in [46], such a combination
is believed to be impossible under reasonable leakage models for confidentiality
guarantees and one has to choose between Barwell et al.’s CCAMl2 security or
Guo et al.’s CCAL1, CCAmL1 or CCAmL2 security (see also Sect. 3.1).

Based on these definitions, we list our security targets and their link with the
aforementioned design tweaks. We insist that these links hold for the AE schemes

3 We focus on the single-challenge definition for simplicity. Multi-challenge extensions
are treated in the extended version of [46] – see also the full paper [11].
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investigated in the next section. We do not claim they are necessary to reach
the security targets and admit other design ideas could be leveraged. We further
reckon a finer-grain analysis may be useful in order to analyze other modes.

– Grade-1a. CIL1 and CCAL1 security thanks to key evolution.
– Grade-1b. CIML2 security thanks to strengthened KGF and TGF (and only

black box security guarantees for message confidentiality).
– Grade-2. CIML2 and CCAmL1 security thanks to a combination of key evo-

lution (i.e., Grade-1a) and strengthened KGF and TGF (i.e., Grade-1b).
– Grade-3. CIML2 and CCAmL2 security thanks to a combination of key evo-

lution and strengthened KGF and TGF with a two-pass design.

We also denote as Grade-0 the AE schemes without leakage-resistant features.

Definitional framework motivation. The grades and design tweaks that we
just described motivate our choice of definitions. On the one hand, the different
grades exploit Micali and Reyzin’s seminal observation that integrity require-
ments may be significantly easier to fulfill with leakage than confidentiality
requirements. For example, Grade-2 designs achieve stronger integrity guarantees
(with decryption leakage) than confidentiality guarantees (without decryption
leakage). In Barwell et al.’s all-in-one definition, removing decryption leakage
could only be done jointly for confidentiality and integrity guarantees. On the
other hand, the security gains of some design tweaks cannot be reflected in the
leakage-resilience setting. For example, excluding the challenge leakage implies
that an implementation leaking challenge messages (and ephemeral keys) in full
is deemed secure according to Barwell et al.’s definition. Hence, ephemeral key
evolution has no impact in this case (and the construction in [6] is indeed based
on CFB). We insist that this observation does not invalidate the interest of
the leakage-resilience setting: whether (stronger) leakage-resistance or (weaker)
leakage-resilience is needed depends on application constraints. In general, our
only claim is that the definitional framework of Guo et al. enables a fine-grain
analysis that can capture various designs and application constraints which are
not apparent when using an all-in-one definition of leakage-resilience.

3 From Leakage-Resistance to Side-Channel Security

In this section, we first discuss how the physical assumptions used in leakage
security proofs can be translated into minimum requirements for implementers.
Next, we illustrate what are these minimum requirements for concrete instances
of existing AE schemes. From the current literature, we identify Grade-0, Grade-
1a, Grade 2 and Grade-3 AE schemes, which suggests the design of an efficient
Grade-1b instance as an interesting scope for further investigations. We show
that the minimum requirements suggested by security proofs are (qualitatively)
tight and that failing to meet them leads to realistic SPA and DPA attacks.
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3.1 Translating Physical Assumptions into Implementation Goals

Leakage security proofs for AE schemes rely on physical assumptions. As men-
tioned in introduction, the quest for sound and realistic assumptions is still a
topic of ongoing research. In this section, we observe that the (sometimes strong)
assumptions needed in proofs can be translated into minimum security require-
ments, expressed in terms of security against practical side-channel attacks.

Integrity with leakage requirements can be limited to the KGF, TGF (and
optionally verification functions) for AE schemes with good leakage properties,
and are extended to all the components of a mode of operation without such
good properties (see Sect. 5 for the details). The simplest assumption is to con-
sider the underlying blocks to be leak-free [68]. A recent relaxation introduces
a weaker requirement of unpredictability with leakage [12]. In both cases, these
assumptions need that implementations manipulating a long-term key limit the
probability of success of key-recovery DPA attacks, which we express as:

Pr
[
AL(.,.)

kr

(
X1, L(X1,K), . . . ,Xq, L(Xq,K)

) → K|K u← {0, 1}n
]

≈ 2−n+q·λ(r),
(1)

where AL(.,.)
kr is the key recovery adversary able to make offline calls to the

(unkeyed) leakage function L(., .), X1, . . . , Xq the different inputs for which the
primitive is measured, K the long-term key of size n bits and λ(r) the (informal)
amount of information leakage obtained for a single input Xi measured r times
(i.e., repeating the same measurement multiple times can be used to reduce
the leakage noise). For security against DPA, it is required that this probabil-
ity remains small even for large q values, since there is nothing that prevents
the adversary to measure the target implementation for many different inputs.
Such DPA attacks reduce the secrecy of the long-term key exponentially in q.
Hence, preventing them requires a mechanism that counteracts this reduction.
For example, masking can be used for this purpose and makes λ(r) exponentially
small in a security parameter (i.e., the number of masks or shares) [20,32].

Confidentiality with leakage requirements are significantly more challeng-
ing to nail down. For the KGF and TGF parts of the implementation, they at
least require the same DPA security as required for integrity guarantees. For the
message processing part, various solutions exist in the literature:

1. Only computation leaks assumption and bounded leakage, introduced by
Dziembowski and Pietrzak [33]. By splitting a key in two parts and assum-
ing that they leak independently, it allows maintaining some computational
entropy in a key evolution scheme under a (strong) bounded leakage assump-
tion.4

4 Precisely, [33] assumes high min-entropy or high HILL pseudoentropy, which are
quite high in the hierarchy of assumptions analyzed by Fuller and Hamlin [36]. Note
also that for non-adaptive leakages, the “alternating structure” that splits the key
in two parts can be replaced by alternating public randomness [35,86,87].
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2. Oracle-free and hard-to-invert leakage function, introduced by Yu et al. [87].
The motivation for Dziembowski and Pietrzak’s alternating structure is to
limit the computational power of the leakage function, which can otherwise
compute states of a leaking device before they are even produced in the
physical world. A straightforward way to prevent such unrealistic attacks is
to assume the underlying primitives of a symmetric construction to behave
as random oracles and to prevent the leakage function to make oracle calls.
This comes at the cost of an idealized assumption, but can be combined with
a minimum requirement of hard-to-invert leakages.5

3. Simulatability, introduced by Standaert et al., is an attempt to enable stan-
dard security proofs with weak and falsifiable physical assumptions, without
alternating structure [78]. It assumes the existence of a leakage simulator
that can produce fake leakages that are hard to distinguish from the real
ones, using the same hardware as used to produce the real leakages but with-
out access to the secret key. The first instances of simulators were broken
in [58]. It remains an open problem to propose new (stronger) ones.

Despite technical caveats, all these assumptions aim to capture the same intu-
ition that an ephemeral key manipulated minimally also leaks in a limited man-
ner, preserving some of its secrecy. As a result, they share the minimum require-
ment that the probability of success of a key-recovery SPA attack remains small.
Such a probability of success has a similar expression to the one of Eq. 1, with as
only (but paramount) difference that the number of inputs that can be measured
is limited by design. Typically, q = 2 for leakage-resilient stream ciphers where
one input is used to generate a new ephemeral key and the other to generate a
key stream to be XORed with the plaintexts [70,78,86,87].

Note that because of these limited q values, the possibility to repeat mea-
surements (by increasing the r of the leakage expression λ(r)) is an important
asset for SPA adversaries. As will be detailed next, this creates some additional
challenges when leakages can be obtained with nonce misuse or in decryption.

Besides the aforementioned requirements of security against key-recovery
DPA and SPA, definitions of leakage-resistance provide the adversary with the
leakage of the challenge query. In this setting, another path against the confi-
dentiality of an AE scheme is to directly target the manipulation of the message
blocks (e.g., in Fig. 1, this corresponds to the loading of the Mi blocks and their
XOR with the rate of the sponge). Following [80], we express the probability of
success of such Message Comparison (MC) attacks with:

Pr
[
AL(.,.)

mc

(
X0,X1, L(Xb,K)

) → b|K u← {0, 1}n, b
u← {0, 1}

]
. (2)

In this case, the adversary has to find out whether the leakage L(Xb,K) is
produced with input X0 or X1. As discussed in [46], there are currently no
5 The hard-to-invert leakage assumption was introduced beforehand [28,29], and is

substantially weaker than entropic leakage requirements (see again [36]). For exam-
ple, suppose L(K) is the leakage, where K is secret and L is a one-way permutation.
Then the leakage is non-invertible, but the conditional entropy of K could be 0.
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mode-level solutions enabling to limit this probability of success to negligible
values. So implementers have to deal with the goal to minimize the message
leakage with lower-level countermeasures. Yet, as will be discussed next, even in
this case it is possible to leverage mode-level protection mechanisms, by trying
to minimize the manipulation of sensitive messages (e.g., in decryption).

Discussion. We note that combining leakage-resistance with misuse-resistance
would require to resist attacks similar to the one of Eq. 2, but with a “State
Comparison” (SC) adversary AL(.,K)

sc able to make offline calls to a keyed leakage
function. As discussed in [46,80], this allows the adversary to win the game by
simply comparing L(X0,K) and L(X1,K) with L(Xb,K), which is believed to
be hard to avoid (unless all parts of the implementations are assumed leak-free).
As a result, we next consider a combination of misuse-resilience with leakage-
resistance as our strongest target for confidentiality with leakage.

Summary. The heuristic security requirements for the different parts of an AE
scheme with leakage (following the decomposition of Sect. 2.1) include:

– For integrity guarantees:
• For the KGF and TGF: security against (long-term key) DPA.
• For the message processing part: security against (ephemeral key) DPA
or no requirements (i.e., full leakage of ephemeral device states).
• For tag verification: security against DPA or no requirements.

– For confidentiality guarantees:
• For the KGF and TGF: security against (long-term key) DPA.
• For the message processing part: security against (ephemeral key) DPA
or (ephemeral key) SPA and security against MC attacks.

As detailed next, for some parts of some (leakage-resistant) AE schemes, different
levels of physical security are possible, hence enabling leveled implementations.
For readability, we will illustrate our discussions with the following color code:
blue for the parts of an AE scheme that require DPA security, light (resp., dark)
green for the parts of an AE scheme that require SPA security without (resp.,
with) averaging, light (resp., dark) orange for the parts of an AE scheme that
require security against MC attacks without (resp., with) averaging and white
for the parts of an AE scheme that tolerate unbounded leakages.6 We draw the
tag verification in light grey when it is not computed (i.e., in encryption).

We note that precisely quantifying the implementation overheads associated
with SPA and DPA security is highly implementation-dependent, and therefore
beyond the scope of this paper. For example, the number of shares necessary to
reach a given security level in software (with limited noise) may be significantly
higher than in (noisier) hardware implementations [32]. Yet, in order to provide

6 For the MC attacks, SPA without averaging is only possible in the single-challenge
setting. In case multiple challenges are allowed, all MC-SPA attacks are with aver-
aging. This change is not expected to create significant practical differences when
the adversary can anyway use challenge messages with many identical blocks.
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the reader with some heuristic rule-of-thumb, we typically assume that prevent-
ing SPA implies “small” overheads (i.e., factors from 1 to 5) [85] while preventing
DPA implies “significant” overheads (i.e., factors from 5 to > 100) [42,43]. Some
exemplary values will be given in our more concrete discussions of Sect. 4. We
insist that the only requirement for the following reasoning to be practically-
relevant is that enforcing SPA security is significantly cheaper than enforcing
DPA security, which is widely supported by the side-channel literature.

In the rest of this section, we illustrate the taxonomy of Sect. 2.2 with exist-
ing modes of operation. For each grade, we first exhibit how leakage-resistance
(formally analysed in Sect. 5) translates into leveled implementations; we then
show that this analysis is qualitatively tight and describe attacks breaking the
proposed implementations for stronger security targets than proven in Sect. 5;
we finally discuss the results and their applicability to other ciphers.

3.2 Grade-0 Case Study: OCB-Pyjamask

Mode-level guarantees. The OCB mode of operation does not provide mode-
level security against leakage. This is due to the use of the same long-term key
in all the (T)BC invocations of the mode. As a result, all the (T)BC calls must
be strongly protected against DPA. For completeness, a uniformly protected
implementation of OCB-Pyjamask is illustrated in the full paper [11].

Proofs’ (qualitative) tightness. Not applicable (no leakage-resistance proofs).

Discussion. As mentioned in introduction (cautionary notes) and will be further
illustrated in Sect. 3.6, the absence of mode-level leakage-resistance does not
prevent a mode of operation to be well protected against side-channel attacks: it
only implies that the protections have to be at the primitive, implementation or
hardware level. In this respect, the Pyjamask cipher is better suited to masking
than (for example) the AES and should allow efficient masked implementations,
thanks to its limited multiplicative complexity. A similar comment applies to
the NIST lightweight candidates SKINNY-AEAD and SUNDAE-GIFT.

3.3 Grade-1a Case Study: PHOTON-Beetle

Mode-level guarantees. As detailed in Sect. 5.2, PHOTON-Beetle is CCAL1
and CIL1 under physical assumptions that, as discussed in Sect. 3.1, translate
into SPA security requirements for its message processing part. Therefore, it
can be implemented in a leveled fashion as illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that nonce
repetition is prevented in the CCAL1 and CIL1 security games, which explains
the light grey and orange color codes (for SPA security without averaging).

Proofs’ qualitative tightness. As soon as nonce misuse or decryption leakages
are granted to the adversary, the following DPA becomes possible against the
message processing part of PHOTON-Beetle: fix the nonce and the ephemeral
key K∗; generate several plaintext (or ciphertext) blocks M1 (or C1); recover
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Fig. 2. PHOTON-Beetle, leveled implementation, CCAL1, CIL1.

the capacity part of the state including M1 (or C1) and finally inverse the per-
mutation to recover the long-term key K. The number of plaintext/ciphertext
blocks that can be measured in this way equals 2r, where r (i.e., the rate of the
sponge) equals 128 in the case of PHOTON-Beetle. This is (considerably) more
than needed to perform a successful side-channel attack against a permutation
without DPA protections [61]. Hence, we conclude that for any stronger security
target than CCAL1 and CIL1, uniform protections are again needed.

Discussion. A similar analysis applies to many IKS designs in the literature, for
example the NIST lightweight candidates Gimli and Oribatida and the CAESAR
competition candidate Ketje. It formalizes the intuition that when encrypting
without misuse, it is not necessary to protect the message processing part of
IKS modes as strongly as their KGF. But this guarantee vanishes with nonce
misuse or decryption leakage because it is then possible to control the ephemeral
keys and the KGF is invertible. Hence, for stronger security targets, lower-level
countermeasures have to be uniformly activated, the cost of which again depends
on the structure (e.g., multiplicative complexity) of the underlying primitives.

3.4 Grade-2 Case Studies: Ascon and Spook

Mode-level guarantees. As detailed in Sect. 5.3, Ascon and Spook are CCAmL1
and CIML2 under different sets of physical assumptions for confidentiality and
integrity guarantees. They represent interesting case studies where the composite
nature of Guo et al.’s security definition enables different practical requirements
for different parts of a mode and different security targets. We note that the
previous requirement of DPA security for the KGF and TGF cannot be relaxed,
so it will be maintained in this and the next subsection, without further discus-
sion. By contrast, the security requirements for the message processing and tag
verification parts can significantly vary, which we now discuss.

We start with Ascon’s CCAmL1 requirements, illustrated in Fig. 3. They
translate into SPA security (without averaging) for the message processing part
even with nonce misuse.
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Fig. 3. Ascon, leveled implementation, CCAmL1.

This is because (i) in the misuse-resilience setting, the challenge query of
Definition 2 comes with a fresh nonce (i.e., nonce misuse is only granted during
non-challenge queries), and (ii) even a full permutation state leakage obtained
for non-challenge queries (e.g., thanks to the same DPA as described against
PHOTON-Beetle) does not lead to the long-term key K on which confidentiality
relies (thanks to the strengthened KGF). A similar situation holds for Spook
and is illustrated in the full paper [11].

We follow with Spook’s CIML2 requirements, illustrated in Fig. 4. The main
observation here is that integrity is proven in a weak (unbounded leakage) model
where all the intermediate permutation states are given in full to the adversary.
This is possible thanks to the strengthening of the KGF and TGF which pre-
vents any of these ephemeral states to leak about long-term secrets and valid
tags. In the case of Spook, even the tag verification can be implemented in such
a leaky manner (thanks to the inverse-based verification trick analyzed in [15]).
Optionally, a direct tag verification verifB can be used but requires DPA pro-
tections. A similar situation holds for the integrity of Ascon and is illustrated
in the full paper [11], with as only difference that it can only be implemented
with a direct DPA-secure tag verification. Note that without an inverse-based or
DPA-secure verification, it is possible to forge valid messages without knowledge
of the master key [15], which is for example critical for secure bootloading [67].
We will confirm the practical feasibility of such attacks in Sect. 4.3.

Fig. 4. Spook, leveled implementation, CIML2.
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Proofs’ qualitative tightness. From Fig. 3 (and 14 in the full paper [11]), it
can be observed that as soon as decryption leakages are granted to the adversary,
a DPA attack against the confidentiality of the messages becomes possible. The
beginning of the attack is exactly the same as the one against PHOTON-Beetle:
fix the nonce and the ephemeral key K∗; generate several plaintext (or cipher-
text) blocks M1 (or C1) and recover the capacity part of the state including M1

(or C1). This time, the full state leakage cannot lead to the long-term key K but
it still allows recovering all the decrypted messages in full. Note that this attack
actually targets a weaker notion than CCAmL2 since it only exploits the decryp-
tion leakage, without access to the decryption oracle. Yet, as discussed in [15], it
is a quite practical one in case of applications where IP protection matters (e.g.,
when a code or content can be decrypted and used but not copied).

Discussion. A similar analysis applies to other IKS designs with strengthened
KGF and TGF, for example the NIST lightweight candidates ACE, WAGE and
SPIX and the CAESAR competition candidate GIBBON. The TBC-based TET
scheme also offers the same guarantees [13]. These designs reach the best integrity
with leakage but due to their one-pass nature, cannot reach CCAmL2. The main
concrete differences between Ascon and Spook are: (i) The KGF and TGF of
Ascon are based on a permutation while Spook uses a TBC for this purpose, and
(ii) the tag verification of Spook can be implemented in a leaky way with an
inverse TBC call or in a DPA-protected way with a direct TBC call, while the
tag verification of Ascon can only be implemented in the DPA-protected manner.
The pros and cons of these options will be discussed in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3.

3.5 Grade-3 Case Studies: ISAP and TEDT

Mode-level guarantees. Leveled implementations of Ascon and Spook reach
the highest security target for integrity with leakage (i.e., CIML2) but they are
only CCAmL1 without uniform protections. ISAP and TEDT cross the last mile
and their leveled implementations are proven CCAmL2 in Sect. 5.4, while also
maintaining CIML2 security. The integrity guarantees of ISAP and TEDT follow
the same principles as Ascon and Spook. Therefore, we only provide their CIML2
implementations in the full paper [11], Figures 16 and 17, and next focus on their
practical requirements for confidentiality with decryption leakage.

We start with the ISAP design for which a leveled implementation is illus-
trated in Fig. 5. For now skipping the details of the re-keying function RK which
aims at providing “out-of-the-box” DPA security without implementation-level
countermeasures such as masking, the main observation is that ISAP is a two-
pass design where the tag verification does not require manipulating plaintext
blocks. Hence, as long as the KGF, TGF (instantiated with RK) and the default
tag verification are secure against DPA, the only attack paths against the con-
fidentiality of the message are a SPA against the message processing part and
a MC attack against the manipulation of the plaintext blocks. In both cases,
averaging is possible due to the deterministic nature of the decryption.
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Fig. 5. ISAP, leveled implementation, CCAmL2.

The default tag verification of Fig. 5 must be secure against DPA. An exem-
plary attack path that becomes possible if this condition is not fulfilled is the
following: given a challenge ciphertext (C,Z), flip some bits of C leading to
related ciphertexts C ′, C ′′, . . . (which, due to the malleability of the encryption
scheme, correspond to messages M ′,M ′′, . . . with single bits flipped compared to
the target M); forge valid tags for these ciphertexts thanks to the leaking mes-
sage comparison (as experimentally validated in Sect. 4.3) and finally perform
a DPA against M thanks to the related messages’ decryption leakage, which
breaks the SPA requirements guaranteed by the proofs in Sect. 5.4 and leads to
the same (practical) IP protection issue as mentioned for Ascon and Spook.

Alternatively, ISAP also comes with a tag verification that provides similar
guarantees as Spook’s inverse one at the cost of another permutation call.

TEDT’s CCAmL2 requirements, illustrated in the full paper [11], Fig. 18, are
mostly identical: the only difference is that the RK function is replaced by a
TBC which must be secure against DPA thanks to masking or other low-level
countermeasures, and optionally enables an inverse-based tag verification.

Discussion. TEDTSponge, a sponge-based variant of TEDT with similar guar-
antees, is proposed in [47]. Besides their DPA resistant tag verifications, the
main difference between ISAP and TEDT is their KGF and TGF. The concrete
pros and cons of both approaches will be discussed in Sect. 4.4. We also mention
that TBC-based constructions allow proofs in the standard model (under the
simulatability assumption), which is currently not possible with sponge-based
constructions, for which idealized assumptions are frequently used even in black
box security proofs. Whether this gap can be bridged (with the simulatability
or a weaker physical assumption) is an interesting open problem.
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3.6 Summary Table

The practical requirements that implementers must ensure for the different parts
of the different modes of operation investigated in this section are summarized
in Fig. 6, in function of the security target. It nicely supports the conclusion
that security against side-channel attacks can be viewed as a tradeoff between
mode-level and implementation-level (or hardware-level) protections.

In general, even the highest security targets (i.e., CCAmL2 and CIML2) can
be reached by modes without any leakage-resistance features like OCB, but then
require strong low-level countermeasures for all the implementation parts. As
the security targets and the quantitative security levels needed by an applica-
tion increase, it is expected that leveled implementations will lead to better
performance figures, which will be further analyzed in the next section.

OCB-
Pyjamask

CCAL1 CCAmL1 CCAmL2 CIL1 CIML1 CIML2
DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
NA NA unb. NA NA DPA

KGF/TGF
mess. proc

verif.
SPA SPA SPA+avg NA NA NAMC

PHOTON-
Beetle

DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
SPA DPA DPA SPA DPA DPA
NA NA unb. NA NA DPA

KGF/TGF
mess. proc

verif.
SPA SPA SPA+avg NA NA NAMC.

Ascon

DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
SPA SPA DPA unb. unb. unb.
NA NA unb. NA NA DPA

KGF/TGF
mess. proc

verif.
SPA SPA SPA+avg NA NA NAMC.

Spook

DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
SPA SPA DPA unb. unb. unb.
NA NA unb. NA NA unb.

KGF/TGF
mess. proc

verif.
SPA SPA SPA+avg NA NA NAMC.

ISAP

DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
SPA SPA SPA+avg unb. unb. unb.
NA NA DPA NA NA DPA

KGF/TGF
mess. proc

verif.
SPA SPA SPA+avg NA NA NAMC.

TEDT

DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA DPA
SPA SPA SPA+avg unb. unb. unb.
NA NA DPA NA NA unb.

KGF/TGF
mess. proc

verif.
SPA SPA SPA+avg NA NA NAMC.

Fig. 6. Leveled implementations requirements (NA refers to attacks that cannot be
mounted as they need access to leakage that is not available in the game).

4 Design Choices and Concrete Evaluations

The framework of Sect. 2 allowed us to put forward a range of AE schemes
with various levels of leakage-resistance in Sect. 3. These modes of operation
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leverage a combination of design ideas in order to reach their security target.
In this section, we analyze concrete questions related to these ideas and, when
multiple options are possible, we discuss their pros and cons in order to clarify
which one to use in which context. We insist that our goal is not to compare
the performances of AE schemes but to better understand their designs. (For
unprotected implementations, we refer to ongoing benchmarking initiatives for
this purpose. For protected ones, this would require agreeing on security targets
and evaluating the security levels that actual implementations provide).

4.1 Uniform vs. Leveled Implementations

Research question. One important pattern shared by several designs analyzed
in the previous section is that they can enable leveled implementations where
different parts of the designs have different levels of security against side-channel
attacks. This raises the question whether and to what extent such leveled imple-
mentations can be beneficial. In software, it has already been shown in [13]
that gains in cycles can be significant and increase with the level of security and
message size. We next question whether the same observation holds in hardware,
which is more tricky to analyze since enabling more speed vs. area tradeoffs. Pre-
cisely, we investigate whether leveled implementations can imply energy gains
(which is in general a good metric to capture a design’s efficiency [53]).

Experimental setting. In order to investigate the energy efficiency aspects
of leveled implementations in presence of side-channel protections, we have
designed FPGA and ASIC leveled implementations of Spook. We applied the
masking countermeasure with d = 2 and d = 4 shares (with the HPC2 mask-
ing scheme [19]) to the Clyde 128-bit TBC (used as KGF and TGF in Spook),
and no countermeasure to the Shadow 512-bit permutation. We used a 32-bit
architecture for Clyde and a 128-bit architecture for Shadow. The FPGA imple-
mentations have been synthesized, tested and measured on a Sakura-G board,
running on a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA at a clock frequency of 6 MHz. As a case
study, we encrypted a message composed of one block of authentication data and
six blocks of plaintext. ASIC implementations have been designed using Cadence
Genus 18 with a commercial 65 nm technology, and the power consumption has
been estimated post-synthesis, running at a clock frequency of 333 MHz.

Experimental results. The power consumption versus time of the Spook
FPGA implementation is shown in Fig. 7. Its main phases can be recognized:
first, the Clyde KGF, then the Shadow executions and finally the Clyde TGF. We
observe that a Shadow execution (48 clock cycles) is shorter than a masked Clyde
execution (157 clock cycles). The power consumption of Shadow is independent
of the masking order d, while the one of Clyde increases with d. The figure intu-
itively confirms the energy gains that leveled implementations enable. We note
that larger architectures for Clyde would not change the picture: latency could
be reduced down to 24 cycles (i.e., twice the AND depth of the algorithm) but
this would cause significant area and dynamic power consumption increases.
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Fig. 7. Power consumption of a leveled implementation of Spook with a masked Clyde
on a FPGA (Xilinx Spartan 6) at clock frequency fCLK = 6 MHz, for the encryption
of one block of associated data and 5 blocks of message.

We confirm this intuitive figure with performance results for the ASIC imple-
mentations of Spook. For this purpose, we have extracted energy estimations for
one execution of Clyde (about 3.4 nJ for d = 2 and 8.1 nJ for d = 4) and one exe-
cution of (unprotected) Shadow (about 1.2 nJ) independently, in order to easily
study the contributions of the two primitives. Assuming that only the execution
of the primitives consumes a significant amount of energy, we can then estimate
the energy consumption per byte for both Spook (i.e., 2 Clyde executions and
n + 1 Shadow executions where n is the number of 32-byte message blocks) and
OCB-Clyde-A (resp., OCB-Clyde-B), assuming n + 2 (resp., n + 1) Clyde execu-
tions (where n is the number of 16-byte message blocks). The OCB mode was
used as an example of Grade-0 mode, and we used the Clyde TBC in order to
have a fairer comparison between the modes. The A (resp., B) variant models
the case where the OCB initialization is not amortized (resp., amortized) over a
larger number of encryptions. The estimated energy per byte encrypted on ASIC
is shown in Fig. 8. For short messages (at most 16 bytes) and for both masking
orders, OCB-Clyde-B consumes the least (with 2 Clyde executions), followed by
Spook (2 Clyde and 2 Shadow executions), and OCB-Clyde-A is the most energy-
intensive (with 3 Clyde executions). For long messages, both OCB-Clyde-A and
-B converge to 1 Clyde execution per 16-byte block, while Spook converges to
1 Shadow execution per 32-byte block. In that scenario, a leveled implementation
of Spook is therefore much more energy-efficient than OCB (e.g., 5 times more
efficient for d = 2, and the difference increases with d).
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption of leveled Spook and uniform OCB-Clyde implementations
on ASIC (65 nm technology), in function of the message length.

Discussion. Both the FPGA measurements and the ASIC synthesis results
confirm that leveled implementations can lead to significant energy gains for
long messages. This derives from the fact that the energy per byte of a protected
primitive is larger than for a non-protected one. More interestingly, even for short
messages our results show that leveled implementations can be beneficial. For
example, Spook requires only two TBC executions. Hence, it is always more
energy-efficient than OCB, excepted when the OCB initialization is perfectly
amortized, and the message length is less than 16 bytes. Furthermore, even in
this case, the Spook overhead is only 35% for d = 2 and 15% for d = 4.

These energy gains come at the cost of some area overheads since the leveled
nature of the implementations limits the possibility to share resources between
their strongly and weakly protected parts. In the case of Spook studied in this
section, the total area requirements of a 2-share (resp., 4-share & 8-share) leveled
implementation is worth 53,897 (resp., 90,311 & 191,214) µm2. The Shadow-512
part of the implementation is only 22% of this total for the 2-share implemen-
tation and decreases to 13% (resp., 6%) with 4 shares (resp., 8 shares).7

4.2 TBC-Based vs. Sponge-Based KGF and TGF

Research question. The Grade-2 designs Ascon and Spook use strengthened
KGF and TGF instantiated with a permutation and a TBC. This raises the
question whether both approaches are equivalent or if one or the other solu-
tion is preferable in some application context. We next answer this question by
7 All the results in this subsection include the cost of the PRNG used to generate the

shares (we used a 128-bit LFSR) and the area costs include the interface.
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leveraging recent results analyzing the (software) overheads that masked imple-
mentations of the Ascon permutation and Spook TBC imply.

Experimental setting. The Ascon permutation (used for the KGF and TGF)
and Spook TBC have conveniently similar features: both are based on a quadratic
S-box and both have 12 rounds. Hence, both have the same multiplicative depth
and the different number of AND gates that these primitives have to mask (which
usually dominates the overheads as soon as the number of shares increases)
only depends on their respective sizes: 384 bits for the Ascon permutation and
128 bits for the Spook TBC. We next compare the cycle counts for masked
implementations of these two primitives in an ARM Cortex-M4 device.

Experimental results. A work from Eurocrypt 2020 investigates the proposed
setting. It uses a tool to automatically generate masked software implementa-
tions that are secure in the (conservative) register probing model [7]. The Ascon
permutation and Spook TBC (denoted as Clyde) are among the analyzed prim-
itives. As expected, the resulting cycle counts for the full primitive are roughly
doubled for Ascon compared to Clyde (reflecting their state sizes). For example,
with a fast RNG to generate the masks and d = 3 (resp., d = 7) shares, the
Ascon permutation requires 42,000 (resp., 123,200) cycles and Clyde only 15,380
(resp., 56,480). When using a slower RNG, these figures become 53,600 (resp.,
182,800) for the Ascon permutation and 30,080 (resp., 121,280) for Clyde.

Discussion. Assuming similar security against cryptanalysis, Spook’s TBC
allows reduced overheads for the KGF and TGF by an approximate factor two
compared to Ascon’s permutation. Since TBCs generally rely on smaller state
sizes than the permutations used in sponge designs, we believe this conclusion
generally holds qualitatively. That is, a DPA-protected KGF or TGF based
on a TBC allows reduced multiplicative complexities compared to a (wider)
permutation-based design. It implies performance gains, especially for small mes-
sages for which the execution of the KGF & TGF dominates the performance
figures. This gain comes at the cost of two different primitives for Spook (which
can be mitigated by re-using similar components for these two primitives). Based
on the results of Sect. 4.1, we assume a similar conclusion holds in hardware.
So overall, we conclude that the TBC-based KGF/TGF should lead to (mild)
advantages when high security levels are required while the permutation-based
design enjoys the simplicity of a single-primitive mode of operation which should
lead to (mild) advantages in the unprotected (or weakly protected) cases.

4.3 Forward vs. Inverse Tag Verification

Research question. Another difference between Ascon and Spook is the possi-
bility to exploit an inverse-based tag verification with unbounded leakage rather
than a DPA-protected direct verification. We next question whether protecting
the tag verification is needed and describe a DPA against an unprotected tag
verification enabling forgeries for this purpose. We then estimate the cost of
these two types of protections and discuss their benefits and disadvantages.
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Experimental setting. We analyze a simple 32-bit tag verification algorithm
implemented in a Cortex-M0 device running at 48 [MHz], and measured the
power side-channel at a sampling frequency of 500 [MSamples/s]. It computes the
bitwise XNOR of both tags and the AND of all the resulting bits. The adversary
uses multivariate Gaussian templates estimated with 100, 000 profiling traces
corresponding to random tag candidates and ciphertexts [21]. During the online
phase, she performs a template attack on each byte of the tag individually. To
do so, she records traces corresponding to known random tag candidates.

Experimental results. Figure 9 shows the guessing entropy of the correct tag
according to the number of attack measurements. It decreases with the number of
traces meaning that the attack converges to the correct tag. After the observation
of 300 tag candidates, the guessing entropy is already reduced below 232. The
correct tag can then be obtained by performing enumeration (e.g., with [72]).
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Fig. 9. Security of tag verification on ARM Cortex M0.

Discussion. The DPA of Fig. 9 is slightly more challenging than attacks target-
ing non-linear operations (e.g., S-box outputs) [73], but still succeeds in low num-
ber of traces unless countermeasures are implemented. As discussed in Sect. 3.4,
two solutions can be considered to prevent it. First, protecting the tag verifica-
tion against DPA with masking. Masking the XNOR operations is cheap since it
is an affine operation. Masking the AND operations is more costly and implies
performing 127 two-input secure AND gates (for a 128-bit tag), with a multi-
plicative depth of at least 7. The overall cost can be estimated as about 15% of
a Clyde execution in cycle count/latency (in software and hardware), and cor-
responds to 20% in hardware area (for a 32-bit architecture similar to the one
of Sect. 4.1). The second method is only applicable to TBC-based TGF. It com-
putes the inverse of the TBC on the candidate tag, allowing a secure comparison
with unbounded leakage. Being unprotected, the comparison is cheap but the
inverse leads to overheads. For example, for the Clyde TBC, the inverse does
not change the execution time, but increases the hardware area by 24% or the
software code size by 23%.8 We conclude that protecting the tag verification
leads to limited overheads in front of other implementation costs, with a (mild)
simplicity and performance advantage for the inverse-based solution.
8 https://www.spook.dev/implementations.

https://www.spook.dev/implementations
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We recall that ISAP also comes with a possibility to avoid the DPA-protected
tag verification, at the cost of an additional call to its internal permutation. It
implies an increase of the execution time (rather than area overheads).

4.4 Masked vs. Deterministic Initialization/Finalization

Research question. One important difference between ISAP and TEDT is the
way they instantiate their KGF and TGF. TEDT relies on a TBC that has to
resist DPA thanks to masking, for which we can rely on a wide literature. ISAP
rather uses a re-keying mechanism which is aimed to provide out-of-the-box DPA
security. In this case, the best attack is a SPA with averaging, which is a much
less investigated context. We therefore question the security of ISAP against
advanced Soft Analytical Side-Channel Attacks (SASCA) [84], and then discuss
its pros and cons compared to a masked TBC as used in TEDT.

We insist that the following results do not contradict the security claims of
ISAP since the investigated attacks are SPA, not DPA. Yet, they allow putting
the strengths and weaknesses of ISAP and TEDT in perspective.

Experimental setting. In order to study the out-of-the-box side-channel secu-
rity of ISAP, we target its reference implementation where the permutations of
Fig. 5 are instantiated with the Keccak-400 permutation. We performed experi-
ments against a Cortex-M0 device running at 48 [MHz], and measured the power
side-channel at a sampling frequency of 500 [MSamples/s]. Even though this tar-
get has a 32-bit architecture, the compiler generates code processing 16-bit words
at a time. This is a natural approach since it is the size of a lane in Keccak-400.
Therefore, the intermediate variables exploited are 16-bit wide. We used 10, 000
averaged traces corresponding to known (random) IVe and K values for profiling.
The profiling method is a linear regression with a 17-element basis correspond-
ing to the 16 bits manipulated by the implementation and a constant [76]. We
profiled models for all the intermediate variables produced when computing the
permutation. During the attack phase the adversary is provided with a single
(possibly averaged) leakage and optionally with IVe (which is public in ISAP).
She performs SASCA following the same (practical) steps as [45], but with 16-bit
intermediate targets rather than 8-bit ones. For time & memory efficiency, she
only exploits the first round of the full permutation.
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Fig. 10. Security of ISAP’s re-keying in an ARM Cortex M0.
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Experimental results. Figure 10 shows the guessing entropy of the 128-bit
key K in function of the number of times the leakage is averaged. We note that
the adversary can average her measurements for the permutations of ISAP’s re-
keying, since the first permutation has a fixed input and the next ones only
integrate the nonce bit per bit (so for example, even without controlling the
nonce, 50% of the second permutation calls are identical). Increased averaging
allows reducing the noise and therefore reducing the key’s guessing entropy.

Overall, if IVe is known (as in the ISAP design) the guessing entropy of the
key is already lower than 232 without averaging. The correct key can then be
retrieved by performing key enumeration. Interestingly, we observe that the value
of IVe has some impact on the attack success (i.e., the ISAP value, which has
a lot of zeros, leads to slightly more challenging attacks than a random value).
We further analyzed the unknown IVe case and could successfully perform the
same attack with a slight averaging (i.e., the attack trace measured ten times).
The difference with the known IVe case derives from the additional efforts that
the adversary has to pay for dealing with more secret intermediate states.

Discussion. One important difference between the ISAP and TEDT approaches
relates to the presence of a security parameter. While masking a TBC can use a
number of shares as security parameter, there is no such security parameter for
ISAP if used out-of-the-box. In this respect, the choice between one or the other
approach can be viewed as a tradefoff between simplicity and expertise. On the
one hand, implementations of ISAP deployed without specific countermeasures
already enjoy security against a wide-class of (DPA) attacks; on the other hand,
the deterministic nature of the (out-of-the-box implementation of the) re-keying
function makes it susceptible to advanced (SPA) attacks that randomized coun-
termeasures such as masking can prevent for TEDT implementations.

Admittedly, this conclusion is in part implementation-specific and the effi-
ciency of SASCA generally degrades with the size of the implementation. In
this respect, targeting 32-bit operations would be more challenging, which is an
interesting scope for further investigations. Yet, we note that in case the size of
the architecture makes power analysis attacks difficult, advanced measurement
capabilities may be used [83], maintaining the intuition that for high-security
levels, some algorithmic amplification of the noise is generally needed.

We mention that our results are in line with the recent investigations in [51]
where similar attacks are reported. The authors conclude that “unprotected
implementations should always be avoided in applications sensitive to side-
channel attacks, at least for software targets”, and suggest (low-order) masking
and shuffling as potential solutions to prevent SPA. The concrete investigation of
these minimum protections and their implementation cost is an interesting open
problem given the difficulty to protect embedded software implementations [18].

A second important difference is that the performance overheads of ISAP
are primitive-based while they are implementation-based for the TBC used in
TEDT, which can therefore be masked in function of application constraints.

Overall, we conclude that in their basic settings, ISAP and TEDT target dif-
ferent goals: reduction from DPA security to SPA security with primitive-based
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performance oveaheads for ISAP and high-security against advanced adversaries
with flexible overheads (e.g., if side-channel security is not needed) for TEDT.

5 Formal Qualitative Analysis

We conclude the paper with the security analysis of Beetle, Spook, Ascon, TEDT
and ISAP, in the ideal permutation model. All the theorems below highlight that
integrity requires weaker assumptions than confidentiality even in attack models
where the adversary gets more leakage and nonce-misuse capabilities. The reader
can find the formal definitions of the security notions in the full paper [11].

5.1 Background: Definitions and Assumptions

For leaking components, we follow [47] and enforce limitations on the leakages
of the permutation calls as well as those of the XOR executions. Precisely:

– For the former, we define (Lin(U), Lout(V )) as the leakages of a permutation
call π(U) → V , where both Lin and Lout are probabilistic functions. Note
that this means the leakage of a single permutation call is viewed as two
independent “input” and “output” halves. And we assume the following non-
invertibility: given the leakages (Lout(Y ‖X), Lin(Y ′‖X)) of a secret c-bit value
X and two adversarially chosen r-bit values Y, Y ′, the probability to guess X
is negligible. Note that this is a special case of Eq. (1).

– For the XOR executions, we define L⊕(Y,M) as the leakage of an XOR com-
putation Y ⊕ M → C, where L⊕ is also a probabilistic function. This time,
we make an assumption on the following message distinguishing advantage:
given the leakages (Lout(Y ‖X), L⊕(Y,M b)) of a secret r-bit key Y and adver-
sarially chosen r-bit values X,M0,M1, the probability to guess b is bounded
to ε. Note that this assumption is a special case of Eq. (2).

5.2 CCAL1 and CIL1 Security of PHOTON-Beetle

We first consider Grade-1a schemes and focus on PHOTON-Beetle. As mentioned
in Sect. 3.3, the leakage properties of other IKS schemes are similar.

Theorem 1. Assuming that a PHOTON-Beetle implementation satisfies (i) its
KGF is leak-free, and (ii) the leakage of unprotected permutation calls are non-
invertible as assumed in Sect. 5.1, the circuit ensure CIL1 integrity. Moreover,
if this implementation also satisfies (iii) the leakages of XOR executions are
bounded as assumed in Sect. 5.1, the circuit ensures CCAL1 confidentiality.

The proof sketch is given in the full version of the paper [11].
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5.3 CCAmL1 and CIML2 Security of Ascon/Spook

As the mode of Spook is analyzed in [47], we only focus on Ascon.

Theorem 2. Assuming that an Ascon implementation satisfies (i) its KGF is
leak-free, and (ii) the tag verification process is leak-free, the circuit ensures
CIML2 integrity. Moreover, if the Ascon implementation also satisfies (iii) the
leakages of unprotected permutation calls are non-invertible as assumed in
Sect. 5.1, and (iv) the leakages of XOR executions are bounded as assumed in
Sect. 5.1, then the Ascon implementation ensures CCAmL1 confidentiality.

The proof sketch is given in the full version of the paper [11].

5.4 CCAmL2 and CIML2 Security of ISAP/TEDT

We finally consider 2-pass Encrypt-then-MAC designs. TEDT has been thor-
oughly analyzed in [13]. Hence we focus on (the 2.0 version of) ISAP.

Theorem 3. Assuming that an ISAP implementation satisfies (i) its KGF is
leak-free, and (ii) the tag verification process is leak-free, the circuit ensures
CIML2 integrity. Moreover, if the ISAP implementation also satisfies (iii) the
leakages of unprotected permutation calls are non-invertible as assumed in
Sect. 5.1, and (iv) the leakages of XOR executions are bounded as assumed in
Sect. 5.1, then the ISAP implementation ensures CCAmL2 confidentiality.

The proof sketch is given in the full version of the paper [11].

6 Conclusion and Open Problems

The research in this work underlines that there is no single “right definition”
of leakage-resistant AE. As the security targets (e.g., the grades of the designs
we investigated) and the security levels required by an application increase, it
becomes more interesting to exploit schemes that allow minimizing the imple-
mentation overheads of side-channel countermeasures. This observation suggests
the connection of actual security targets with relevant application scenarios and
the performance evaluation of different AE schemes to reach the same physical
security levels as a natural next step of this study. Looking for security targets
that are not captured by our taxonomy and improving existing designs to reach
various targets more efficiency are other meaningful goals to investigate.
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